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The concept of the satellite formation flight is area where it is actively study with expandability and safety compare to existing 

satellite. For execution of duty with more safety issue, it needs to consider hot topic of space debris for operation of formation 

flight. In this paper, it suggests heuristic algorithm to have avoidance maneuver for space debris towards operating flight 

formation. Indeed it covers, using common software, operating simulation to nearest space environment and not only to have 

goal of avoidance but also minimizing the usage of fuel and finding optimization for maximizing cycle of formation flight. For 

improvement on convergence speed of existing heuristic algorithm, it substitute to hybrid heuristic algorithm, PSOGSA, and 

the result of simulation, it represents the satisfaction of minimum range for successful avoidance maneuver and compare 

to not using avoidance maneuver, it keeps more than three times of formation maintenance performance. From these, it is 

meaningful results of showing several success goals like simple avoidance collision and fuel usage and decreasing number of 

times of maintaining formation maneuver.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Satellite formation flying mission is main topic of study 

from 90’s and means that it cooperates mutually within 

close distance in more than two satellite with each duty. 

Above satellite formation flight is relatively cost-saving 

compare to the launching cost to set on the big satellite 

orbit and there is advantage of execution of mission with 

mobility as new equipment is implied in formation. Also, 

just in case that part of formation satellite is broken or 

impossible of execution of mission, it can execute mission 

longer with changing new part and through the mission 

like Interferometric SAR Mission, it provides outstanding 

information. Until now, executed satellite formation flying 

mission is earth observation, space environment study and 

space technology investigation and as Fig. 1 shows, it is 

planned to have several missions using satellite formation 

flying.

As above, there are advantages from formation flight 

of satellite but there are technical issues to solve exist 

also and one of these issues is the study about avoidance 

maneuver efficiently according to approaching of space 

debris. Currently Two Line Element sets (TLE) from North 

American Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD) has orbit 

information of approximately 17,000 objects around the 

earth. It only includes objects over 10cm able to track, and 

there are approximately 0.75 million objects of over 1cm and 

hundreds of millions objects of over 0.1mm in estimation. 

Especially, in low earth orbit (LEO), there is about 70% of 

space debris and there is high possibility of failing mission 

execution, in case that the objects are crushed with another 

object with over 10cm because the speed of the objects 

is kilometers per second. Therefore optimized avoidance 

strategies needs to be set for approaching space debris 

because the resources of satellite are limited. 

From existing study, through repetitive calculation, there 
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was study about calculating scope of avoidance maneuver 

(Alfano 2005) but it only provided scope of Del-V only to 

avoid collision, so it didn’t considered optimization of 

minimizing fuel. For another, there was study of optimizing 

avoidance maneuver for one satellite with generic algorithm 

(Kim et al. 2012). It proved that heuristic algorithm is 

compatible performance on issues on avoidance maneuver 

as avoidance maneuver plan performs; however, there was 

limitation of performing in single satellite.

There was study minority of controlling relative motion 

of satellite about formation flight operation for satellite. 

The Hill’s Frame was indicated relative motion with 

linearization in leader satellite and follower satellite and 

there was case of using eccentricity vector and inclination 

vector to keep continued formation maneuver (D'Amico 

et al. 2006).  Besides this, there was maintained formation 

with atmospheric resistance (Blake 2007) and controlling 

notation to prevent collision within satellite to forming 

(Mueller & Larsson 2008), but there was no study about 

considering space debris and formation satellite at the same 

time. In collision avoidance maneuver within satellites 

forming formation, there is the point, ‘controlling’ set scope 

of relative position, but avoidance maneuver about space 

debris is for objects approaching with temporarily quick 

speed; there is clear difference in avoidance strategies and 

methods with previous one.

From this study, most considered point is setting 

maneuver plan to avoid space debris towards formation 

flight; however, not only it just decreasing dangerousness 

of space debris through avoidance maneuver, but also to 

get maneuver plan to save the Del-V consumption or to 

maximize maneuver cycle for formation within formation 

satellites.

Therefore from this study, it suggest heuristic algorithm 

for strategies of avoiding space debris from formation flight. 

Also, it used common software of Satellite Tool Kit (STK) 

from AGI in order to consider various perturbations those 

effects on the satellite through combing heuristic algorithm 

and STK. It avoids space debris towards to formation 

flight, minimizing fuel usage, considered optimization of 

maximizing formation holding time between two formation 

satellites. From these, it is considered possibility of adaption 

Fig. 1. Representative list of satellite missions utilizing distributed spacecraft techniques (Alfriend 2004).

Projected
Launch Year Mission Name Mission Type

00 New Millennium Program (NMP) Earth Observing-1 Earth Science
01 Gravity Recovery and Climate Recovery (GRACE) Earth Science
03 University Nanosats / Air Force Research Laboratory Nanosat 1 Technology Demonstrator
03 University Nanosats / Air Force Research Laboratory Nanosat 2 Technology Demonstrator
03 NMP ST-5 Nanosat Constellation Trailblazer Earth Science
04 Techsat-21 / AFRL Technology Demonstrator
04 Auroral Multiscale Mission (AMM)/APL Space Science/SEC
04 ESSP-3-Cena (w/ Aqua) Earth Science
05 Starlight (ST-3) Space Science/ASO
05 Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS) Space Science/SEC
05 Space Interferometry Mission (SIM) Space Science/ASO
06 MAGnetic Imaging Constellation (MAGIC) Space Science
06 COACH Earth Science
07 Global Precipitation Mission (EOS-9) Earth Science
07 Geospace Electrodynamic Connections (GEC) Space Science/SEC
08 Constellation-X Space Science/SEU
08 Magnetospheric Constellation (DRACO) Space Science/SEC
08 Laser Interferometer Space Antenna (LISA) Space Science/SEU
09 DARWIN Space Infrared Interferometer / European Space Agency Space Science
10 Leonardo (GSFC) Earth Science
15 Stellar Imager (SI) Space Science/ASO
11 Terrestrial Planet Finder (TPF) Space Science/ASO

AstronomicalLowFrequencyArray(ALFA) / Explorers
05+ MAXIM Pathfinder Space Science/SEU
05+ Living with a Star (LWS) Space Science
05+ Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity Observing Mission (EX-4) Earth Science
05+ Time-Dependent Gravity Field Mapping Mission (EX-5) Earth Science
05+ Vegetation Recovery Mission (EX-6) Earth Science
05+ Cold Land Processes Research Mission (EX-7) Earth Science
05+ Hercules Space Science/SEC
05+ Orion Constellation Mission Space Science/SEC
15 Submillimeter Probe of the Evolution of Cosmic Structure (SPECS) Space Science/SEU
15+ Planet Imager (PI) Space Science/ASO
15+ MAXIM X-ray Interferometry Mission Space Science/SEU
15+ Solar Flotilla, IHC, OHRM, OHRI, ITM, IMC, DSB Con Space Science/SEC
15+ NASA Goddard Space Flight Center Earth Sciences Vision Earth Science

15+ NASA Institute of Advanced Concepts / Very Large Optics for the 
Study of Extrasolar Terrestrial Planets Space Science

15+ NASA Institute of Advanced Concepts / Ultra-high Throughput X-Ray 
Astronomy Observatory with a New Mission Architecture Space Science

15+ NASA Institute of Advanced Concepts / Structureless Extremely Large 
Yet Very Lightweight Swarm Array Space Telescope Space Science
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of heuristic algorithm in complicated situation.

2. COLLISION AVOIDANCE OPTIMIZATION FOR 
FORMATION FLYING SATELLITE

2.1 Optimization algorithm: PSOGSA

Heuristic Algorithm is on that searching best solution 

in given circumstances based on the experience; it has 

good performance for discontinuity or hard to formulate 

problem type compare to classical optimized algorithm. 

Like this heuristic algorithm, there are several based on 

type of searching method and representatively, there is 

generic algorithm inspired by Darwin’s evolution theory. 

Whereas, there are disadvantages of heuristic algorithm; 

calculation time is increasing proportionally to calculating 

time of fitness function, number of population, number 

of generation. To overcome, hybrid heuristic algorithm 

is developed with combining characteristics from other 

heuristic algorithm (Lai & Zhang 2009, Esmin et al. 2007, Li 

et al. 2008, Holden & Freitas 2008).

This study was used heuristic algorithm, PSOGSA, is 

combined from Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and 

Gravitational Search Algorithm (GSA) and it is algorithm 

that applies outstanding of informedness from PSO and 

quick convergence speed (Mirjalili & Hashim 2010).

PSO is the algorithm with motive of social behavior of 

animals and it leads to the final best solution with potential 

solution group with defined several particle. This means 

searching ability in broad space is superb compare to other 

algorithm because it based on each particle’s location, 

speed, distance between best solution particle in current 

generation and whole generation 

G S A  i s  t h e  a l g o r i t h m  i n s p i re d  f ro m  t h e  l aw  o f 

universal gravity from Newton and potential solution has 

proportioned mass in goodness of fit of each solution. 

Therefore other solutions follows best performed solution 

in fitness function and follow quickly depends on the gap 

of performance. These kind of principle has characteristics 

of one solution searches near whole area, it converge to 

quickly on whole area compare to other algorithm.

PSOGSA is combined algorithm with low-level hybrid of 

searching ability from PSO and convergence ability from 

GSA. In Fig. 2, it creates objects in random position at the 

beginning and comparing best superb object in current 

generation and whole generation in calculating goodness of 

fit, then update the information. After that, according to the 

principle of GSA, calculates each object’s mass and power 

adapting to objects. Process of other objects goes to best 

superb object calculates in the speed and location according 

to the principle of PSO and it repeats until the stopping 

criteria. From this study, single algorithm, PSO, had quick 

convergence speed and safe convergence compare to GSA 

(Mirjalili & Hashim 2010).

 

2.2 Relative orbit design for formation flying satellites

In this study, in order to set two satellite’s orbit, it 

indicated as relative motion in Hill Frame with leader-

follower formation from one of the formation flight with 

follower satellite follows leader satellite in an elliptical orbit.

Fig. 3 shows relative motion of leader satellite and 

follower satellite. As leader satellite’s position is the starting 

point in the coordinate system with vector unit is as Eqs. (1-3).

Fig. 3. The motion of Follower satellite is mapped into the Hill frame 
centered on Leader satellite (D'Amico et al. 2006).Fig. 2. Steps of PSOGSA (Mirjalili & Hashim 2010).
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solution in fitness function and follow quickly depends on the gap of performance. These kind of principle 
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Process of other objects goes to best superb object calculates in the speed and location according to the 
principle of PSO and it repeats until the stopping criteria. From this study, single algorithm, PSO, had quick 
convergence speed and safe convergence compare to GSA (Mirjalili & Hashim 2010). 
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In this study, in order to set two satellite’s orbit, it indicated as relative motion in Hill Frame with 
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object in current generation and whole generation in calculating goodness of fit, then update the information. 
After that, according to the principle of GSA, calculates each object’s mass and power adapting to objects. 
Process of other objects goes to best superb object calculates in the speed and location according to the 
principle of PSO and it repeats until the stopping criteria. From this study, single algorithm, PSO, had quick 
convergence speed and safe convergence compare to GSA (Mirjalili & Hashim 2010). 

 
2.2 Relative orbit design for formation flying satellites 

 
In this study, in order to set two satellite’s orbit, it indicated as relative motion in Hill Frame with 

leader-follower formation from one of the formation flight with follower satellite follows leader satellite in 
an elliptical orbit. 

Fig. 3 shows relative motion of leader satellite and follower satellite. As leader satellite’s position is the 
starting point in the coordinate system with vector unit is as Eqs. (1-3). 
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r  and v  are the position and the velocity of leader satellite in the inertia coordinate system. From Hill 
frame, relative location and the speed, vector of follower satellite to leader satellite is Eqs. (4) and (5). 
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Eqs. (4) and (5) can indicates as Eqs. (6-8) like classical orbit elements to ease in orbit design (D'Amico 
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a  stands for semi-major axis for leader satellite, aD  is relative semi-major axis, ed  is relative 
eccentricity, u  is relative mean argument of latitude, j  is relative argument of perigee, lD  is gap in 
relative mean longitude and q  means relative ascending node. 

Fig. 4 indicates relative position of leader satellite and follower satellite. Therefore, orbits of two 
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solution in fitness function and follow quickly depends on the gap of performance. These kind of principle 
has characteristics of one solution searches near whole area, it converge to quickly on whole area compare to 
other algorithm. 

PSOGSA is combined algorithm with low-level hybrid of searching ability from PSO and convergence 
ability from GSA. In Fig. 2, it creates objects in random position at the beginning and comparing best superb 
object in current generation and whole generation in calculating goodness of fit, then update the information. 
After that, according to the principle of GSA, calculates each object’s mass and power adapting to objects. 
Process of other objects goes to best superb object calculates in the speed and location according to the 
principle of PSO and it repeats until the stopping criteria. From this study, single algorithm, PSO, had quick 
convergence speed and safe convergence compare to GSA (Mirjalili & Hashim 2010). 
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In this study, in order to set two satellite’s orbit, it indicated as relative motion in Hill Frame with 

leader-follower formation from one of the formation flight with follower satellite follows leader satellite in 
an elliptical orbit. 

Fig. 3 shows relative motion of leader satellite and follower satellite. As leader satellite’s position is the 
starting point in the coordinate system with vector unit is as Eqs. (1-3). 
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a  stands for semi-major axis for leader satellite, aD  is relative semi-major axis, ed  is relative 
eccentricity, u  is relative mean argument of latitude, j  is relative argument of perigee, lD  is gap in 
relative mean longitude and q  means relative ascending node. 

Fig. 4 indicates relative position of leader satellite and follower satellite. Therefore, orbits of two 

solution in fitness function and follow quickly depends on the gap of performance. These kind of principle 
has characteristics of one solution searches near whole area, it converge to quickly on whole area compare to 
other algorithm. 

PSOGSA is combined algorithm with low-level hybrid of searching ability from PSO and convergence 
ability from GSA. In Fig. 2, it creates objects in random position at the beginning and comparing best superb 
object in current generation and whole generation in calculating goodness of fit, then update the information. 
After that, according to the principle of GSA, calculates each object’s mass and power adapting to objects. 
Process of other objects goes to best superb object calculates in the speed and location according to the 
principle of PSO and it repeats until the stopping criteria. From this study, single algorithm, PSO, had quick 
convergence speed and safe convergence compare to GSA (Mirjalili & Hashim 2010). 

 
2.2 Relative orbit design for formation flying satellites 

 
In this study, in order to set two satellite’s orbit, it indicated as relative motion in Hill Frame with 

leader-follower formation from one of the formation flight with follower satellite follows leader satellite in 
an elliptical orbit. 

Fig. 3 shows relative motion of leader satellite and follower satellite. As leader satellite’s position is the 
starting point in the coordinate system with vector unit is as Eqs. (1-3). 
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r  and v  are the position and the velocity of leader satellite in the inertia coordinate system. From Hill 
frame, relative location and the speed, vector of follower satellite to leader satellite is Eqs. (4) and (5). 
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a  stands for semi-major axis for leader satellite, aD  is relative semi-major axis, ed  is relative 
eccentricity, u  is relative mean argument of latitude, j  is relative argument of perigee, lD  is gap in 
relative mean longitude and q  means relative ascending node. 

Fig. 4 indicates relative position of leader satellite and follower satellite. Therefore, orbits of two 

solution in fitness function and follow quickly depends on the gap of performance. These kind of principle 
has characteristics of one solution searches near whole area, it converge to quickly on whole area compare to 
other algorithm. 

PSOGSA is combined algorithm with low-level hybrid of searching ability from PSO and convergence 
ability from GSA. In Fig. 2, it creates objects in random position at the beginning and comparing best superb 
object in current generation and whole generation in calculating goodness of fit, then update the information. 
After that, according to the principle of GSA, calculates each object’s mass and power adapting to objects. 
Process of other objects goes to best superb object calculates in the speed and location according to the 
principle of PSO and it repeats until the stopping criteria. From this study, single algorithm, PSO, had quick 
convergence speed and safe convergence compare to GSA (Mirjalili & Hashim 2010). 

 
2.2 Relative orbit design for formation flying satellites 

 
In this study, in order to set two satellite’s orbit, it indicated as relative motion in Hill Frame with 

leader-follower formation from one of the formation flight with follower satellite follows leader satellite in 
an elliptical orbit. 

Fig. 3 shows relative motion of leader satellite and follower satellite. As leader satellite’s position is the 
starting point in the coordinate system with vector unit is as Eqs. (1-3). 
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r  and v  are the position and the velocity of leader satellite in the inertia coordinate system. From Hill 
frame, relative location and the speed, vector of follower satellite to leader satellite is Eqs. (4) and (5). 
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a  stands for semi-major axis for leader satellite, aD  is relative semi-major axis, ed  is relative 
eccentricity, u  is relative mean argument of latitude, j  is relative argument of perigee, lD  is gap in 
relative mean longitude and q  means relative ascending node. 

Fig. 4 indicates relative position of leader satellite and follower satellite. Therefore, orbits of two 

 stands for semi-major axis for leader satellite, 

solution in fitness function and follow quickly depends on the gap of performance. These kind of principle 
has characteristics of one solution searches near whole area, it converge to quickly on whole area compare to 
other algorithm. 

PSOGSA is combined algorithm with low-level hybrid of searching ability from PSO and convergence 
ability from GSA. In Fig. 2, it creates objects in random position at the beginning and comparing best superb 
object in current generation and whole generation in calculating goodness of fit, then update the information. 
After that, according to the principle of GSA, calculates each object’s mass and power adapting to objects. 
Process of other objects goes to best superb object calculates in the speed and location according to the 
principle of PSO and it repeats until the stopping criteria. From this study, single algorithm, PSO, had quick 
convergence speed and safe convergence compare to GSA (Mirjalili & Hashim 2010). 

 
2.2 Relative orbit design for formation flying satellites 

 
In this study, in order to set two satellite’s orbit, it indicated as relative motion in Hill Frame with 

leader-follower formation from one of the formation flight with follower satellite follows leader satellite in 
an elliptical orbit. 

Fig. 3 shows relative motion of leader satellite and follower satellite. As leader satellite’s position is the 
starting point in the coordinate system with vector unit is as Eqs. (1-3). 
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r  and v  are the position and the velocity of leader satellite in the inertia coordinate system. From Hill 
frame, relative location and the speed, vector of follower satellite to leader satellite is Eqs. (4) and (5). 
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Mr  and Mv are position and the velocity of follower satellite.  
Eqs. (4) and (5) can indicates as Eqs. (6-8) like classical orbit elements to ease in orbit design (D'Amico 

et al. 2006). 
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a  stands for semi-major axis for leader satellite, aD  is relative semi-major axis, ed  is relative 
eccentricity, u  is relative mean argument of latitude, j  is relative argument of perigee, lD  is gap in 
relative mean longitude and q  means relative ascending node. 

Fig. 4 indicates relative position of leader satellite and follower satellite. Therefore, orbits of two 
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relative semi-major axis, 

solution in fitness function and follow quickly depends on the gap of performance. These kind of principle 
has characteristics of one solution searches near whole area, it converge to quickly on whole area compare to 
other algorithm. 

PSOGSA is combined algorithm with low-level hybrid of searching ability from PSO and convergence 
ability from GSA. In Fig. 2, it creates objects in random position at the beginning and comparing best superb 
object in current generation and whole generation in calculating goodness of fit, then update the information. 
After that, according to the principle of GSA, calculates each object’s mass and power adapting to objects. 
Process of other objects goes to best superb object calculates in the speed and location according to the 
principle of PSO and it repeats until the stopping criteria. From this study, single algorithm, PSO, had quick 
convergence speed and safe convergence compare to GSA (Mirjalili & Hashim 2010). 

 
2.2 Relative orbit design for formation flying satellites 

 
In this study, in order to set two satellite’s orbit, it indicated as relative motion in Hill Frame with 

leader-follower formation from one of the formation flight with follower satellite follows leader satellite in 
an elliptical orbit. 

Fig. 3 shows relative motion of leader satellite and follower satellite. As leader satellite’s position is the 
starting point in the coordinate system with vector unit is as Eqs. (1-3). 
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r  and v  are the position and the velocity of leader satellite in the inertia coordinate system. From Hill 
frame, relative location and the speed, vector of follower satellite to leader satellite is Eqs. (4) and (5). 
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Mr  and Mv are position and the velocity of follower satellite.  
Eqs. (4) and (5) can indicates as Eqs. (6-8) like classical orbit elements to ease in orbit design (D'Amico 

et al. 2006). 
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a  stands for semi-major axis for leader satellite, aD  is relative semi-major axis, ed  is relative 
eccentricity, u  is relative mean argument of latitude, j  is relative argument of perigee, lD  is gap in 
relative mean longitude and q  means relative ascending node. 

Fig. 4 indicates relative position of leader satellite and follower satellite. Therefore, orbits of two 

 is relative eccentricity, 

solution in fitness function and follow quickly depends on the gap of performance. These kind of principle 
has characteristics of one solution searches near whole area, it converge to quickly on whole area compare to 
other algorithm. 

PSOGSA is combined algorithm with low-level hybrid of searching ability from PSO and convergence 
ability from GSA. In Fig. 2, it creates objects in random position at the beginning and comparing best superb 
object in current generation and whole generation in calculating goodness of fit, then update the information. 
After that, according to the principle of GSA, calculates each object’s mass and power adapting to objects. 
Process of other objects goes to best superb object calculates in the speed and location according to the 
principle of PSO and it repeats until the stopping criteria. From this study, single algorithm, PSO, had quick 
convergence speed and safe convergence compare to GSA (Mirjalili & Hashim 2010). 

 
2.2 Relative orbit design for formation flying satellites 

 
In this study, in order to set two satellite’s orbit, it indicated as relative motion in Hill Frame with 

leader-follower formation from one of the formation flight with follower satellite follows leader satellite in 
an elliptical orbit. 

Fig. 3 shows relative motion of leader satellite and follower satellite. As leader satellite’s position is the 
starting point in the coordinate system with vector unit is as Eqs. (1-3). 
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r  and v  are the position and the velocity of leader satellite in the inertia coordinate system. From Hill 
frame, relative location and the speed, vector of follower satellite to leader satellite is Eqs. (4) and (5). 
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Mr  and Mv are position and the velocity of follower satellite.  
Eqs. (4) and (5) can indicates as Eqs. (6-8) like classical orbit elements to ease in orbit design (D'Amico 

et al. 2006). 
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a  stands for semi-major axis for leader satellite, aD  is relative semi-major axis, ed  is relative 
eccentricity, u  is relative mean argument of latitude, j  is relative argument of perigee, lD  is gap in 
relative mean longitude and q  means relative ascending node. 

Fig. 4 indicates relative position of leader satellite and follower satellite. Therefore, orbits of two 
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relative mean argument of latitude, 

solution in fitness function and follow quickly depends on the gap of performance. These kind of principle 
has characteristics of one solution searches near whole area, it converge to quickly on whole area compare to 
other algorithm. 

PSOGSA is combined algorithm with low-level hybrid of searching ability from PSO and convergence 
ability from GSA. In Fig. 2, it creates objects in random position at the beginning and comparing best superb 
object in current generation and whole generation in calculating goodness of fit, then update the information. 
After that, according to the principle of GSA, calculates each object’s mass and power adapting to objects. 
Process of other objects goes to best superb object calculates in the speed and location according to the 
principle of PSO and it repeats until the stopping criteria. From this study, single algorithm, PSO, had quick 
convergence speed and safe convergence compare to GSA (Mirjalili & Hashim 2010). 

 
2.2 Relative orbit design for formation flying satellites 

 
In this study, in order to set two satellite’s orbit, it indicated as relative motion in Hill Frame with 

leader-follower formation from one of the formation flight with follower satellite follows leader satellite in 
an elliptical orbit. 

Fig. 3 shows relative motion of leader satellite and follower satellite. As leader satellite’s position is the 
starting point in the coordinate system with vector unit is as Eqs. (1-3). 
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r  and v  are the position and the velocity of leader satellite in the inertia coordinate system. From Hill 
frame, relative location and the speed, vector of follower satellite to leader satellite is Eqs. (4) and (5). 
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Mr  and Mv are position and the velocity of follower satellite.  
Eqs. (4) and (5) can indicates as Eqs. (6-8) like classical orbit elements to ease in orbit design (D'Amico 

et al. 2006). 
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a  stands for semi-major axis for leader satellite, aD  is relative semi-major axis, ed  is relative 
eccentricity, u  is relative mean argument of latitude, j  is relative argument of perigee, lD  is gap in 
relative mean longitude and q  means relative ascending node. 

Fig. 4 indicates relative position of leader satellite and follower satellite. Therefore, orbits of two 

 is relative argument 

of perigee, 

solution in fitness function and follow quickly depends on the gap of performance. These kind of principle 
has characteristics of one solution searches near whole area, it converge to quickly on whole area compare to 
other algorithm. 

PSOGSA is combined algorithm with low-level hybrid of searching ability from PSO and convergence 
ability from GSA. In Fig. 2, it creates objects in random position at the beginning and comparing best superb 
object in current generation and whole generation in calculating goodness of fit, then update the information. 
After that, according to the principle of GSA, calculates each object’s mass and power adapting to objects. 
Process of other objects goes to best superb object calculates in the speed and location according to the 
principle of PSO and it repeats until the stopping criteria. From this study, single algorithm, PSO, had quick 
convergence speed and safe convergence compare to GSA (Mirjalili & Hashim 2010). 

 
2.2 Relative orbit design for formation flying satellites 

 
In this study, in order to set two satellite’s orbit, it indicated as relative motion in Hill Frame with 

leader-follower formation from one of the formation flight with follower satellite follows leader satellite in 
an elliptical orbit. 

Fig. 3 shows relative motion of leader satellite and follower satellite. As leader satellite’s position is the 
starting point in the coordinate system with vector unit is as Eqs. (1-3). 
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r  and v  are the position and the velocity of leader satellite in the inertia coordinate system. From Hill 
frame, relative location and the speed, vector of follower satellite to leader satellite is Eqs. (4) and (5). 
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Mr  and Mv are position and the velocity of follower satellite.  
Eqs. (4) and (5) can indicates as Eqs. (6-8) like classical orbit elements to ease in orbit design (D'Amico 

et al. 2006). 
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a  stands for semi-major axis for leader satellite, aD  is relative semi-major axis, ed  is relative 
eccentricity, u  is relative mean argument of latitude, j  is relative argument of perigee, lD  is gap in 
relative mean longitude and q  means relative ascending node. 

Fig. 4 indicates relative position of leader satellite and follower satellite. Therefore, orbits of two 

 is gap in relative mean longitude and 

solution in fitness function and follow quickly depends on the gap of performance. These kind of principle 
has characteristics of one solution searches near whole area, it converge to quickly on whole area compare to 
other algorithm. 

PSOGSA is combined algorithm with low-level hybrid of searching ability from PSO and convergence 
ability from GSA. In Fig. 2, it creates objects in random position at the beginning and comparing best superb 
object in current generation and whole generation in calculating goodness of fit, then update the information. 
After that, according to the principle of GSA, calculates each object’s mass and power adapting to objects. 
Process of other objects goes to best superb object calculates in the speed and location according to the 
principle of PSO and it repeats until the stopping criteria. From this study, single algorithm, PSO, had quick 
convergence speed and safe convergence compare to GSA (Mirjalili & Hashim 2010). 

 
2.2 Relative orbit design for formation flying satellites 

 
In this study, in order to set two satellite’s orbit, it indicated as relative motion in Hill Frame with 

leader-follower formation from one of the formation flight with follower satellite follows leader satellite in 
an elliptical orbit. 

Fig. 3 shows relative motion of leader satellite and follower satellite. As leader satellite’s position is the 
starting point in the coordinate system with vector unit is as Eqs. (1-3). 
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r  and v  are the position and the velocity of leader satellite in the inertia coordinate system. From Hill 
frame, relative location and the speed, vector of follower satellite to leader satellite is Eqs. (4) and (5). 
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Mr  and Mv are position and the velocity of follower satellite.  
Eqs. (4) and (5) can indicates as Eqs. (6-8) like classical orbit elements to ease in orbit design (D'Amico 

et al. 2006). 
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a  stands for semi-major axis for leader satellite, aD  is relative semi-major axis, ed  is relative 
eccentricity, u  is relative mean argument of latitude, j  is relative argument of perigee, lD  is gap in 
relative mean longitude and q  means relative ascending node. 

Fig. 4 indicates relative position of leader satellite and follower satellite. Therefore, orbits of two 
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2.3 Problem definition 
 
In this paper, Interferometric SAR Mission was composed based on the orbit of Kompsat-5 in 

assumption. In assumption, formatting two satellites’ size or weight is same and distance between satellites 

set as ead  and iad  to 250 m as refer to TSX and TDX. In this case, length of semi-major axis is about 
500 m, 250 m for Semi-minor axis on Intrack-Radial plane and 250 m radius of circle orbit on Crosstrack-
Radial Plane. 

In general, criteria of avoidance maneuver sets as minimum distance or collision probability (Alarcón-
Rodrı́guez et al. 2004).  In this case, it is affected by the uncertainty of orbit, and approaching objects need 
to get close to set the avoidance maneuver condition because highly precise orbit accuracy is needed for 
satellite formation flying mission. Therefore, in this paper, it creates the imaginary objects that are 
approaching very close to formation satellite using TLE data. In Table 1, it shows orbit of imaginary object 
approaching two formation satellites, and Table 2 shows the information of approaching event like minimum 
distance, collision probability, relative speed and approaching angle. 

To set the avoidance maneuver like this approaching event, we performed the optimized equation 
considered Del-V consumption and maneuver cycle for maintenance the formation. Minimizing Del-V 
consumption for efficient avoidance maneuver is the best intuitive way considering efficient maneuver and it 
also helpful to managing time and resources efficiently to maximizing maneuver cycle for formation 
maintenance. 

According to the relative simulation results (D'Amico et al. 2006), several cm/s of maintenance 
maneuver is needed in two days in similar altitude and  this is because altitude of formation satellites is 
relatively low and disturbing force is increased. 

Therefore, two optimized goals mentioned above, it set as single optimization with Weight Sum Method 
like Eq. (9). 
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P means the penalty of not meeting satisfaction for avoidance maneuver criteria, wM and wF is for weighted 
value, SM is proportional constant, M is maneuver cycle, DLk and DFk means consumption of Del-V for 
direction of each leader satellite and follower satellite. From this study, it is set as 100 for penalty, each 1 and 
3 for weighted value, wM and wF and 50 for proportional constant, SM. 

The maneuver cycle means the staying time within regular error from reference orbit and it sets error in 
Intrack-Radial Plane and Crosstrack-Radial Plane and as long as it stays longer within above error from 
reference orbit, its maneuver cycle is longer. 

 
2.4 Simulation 

 
Like Fig. 5, simulation performs connecting STK and MATLAB. Initializing was performed, and it 

created control variable mentioned ‘entity’ on page 2.1 through PSOGSA algorithm. Created control variable 
from this sent to the scenario STK, and using this information, performed orbit propagate that is adapted 
maneuver in STK/Astrogator. After it performed orbit propagate in two satellites, it got the data of relative 
position of leader satellite and follower satellite in Radial-Intrack-Crosstrack (RIC) in coordinate system.   
At the same time, collision analysis data like minimizing distance and maximum collision probability were 
calculated from Adv/CAT, analyzing collision risk as a sub module of STK, is sent to MATLAB again. Based 
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Table 1. Orbit elements of formation flying satellites and approaching 
risk object.

Orbit Elements Leader Satellite Follower Satellite Risk Object

Semi-major axis (km)
Eccentricity
Inclination (deg)
RAAN (deg)
Arg. of perigee (deg)

6915.083
0.002889
97.669
60.409
359.902

6915.083
0.002924
97.671
60.409
359.902

6932.876
0.001086
82.463
242.232
79.503

Table 2. Conjunction event between formation flying satellites and 
approaching risk object.

Leader Satellite Follower Satellite

Time of closest approach (UTC)
Minimum range (km)
Maximum collision probability
Relative velocity (km/s)
Approach angle (deg)

2013. 8. 22. 19:21:09.427
0.2441

2.4702E-05
15.18

179.489

2013. 8. 22. 19:21:09.390
0.0687

3.1161E-04
15.18

179.488
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efficient maneuver and it also helpful to managing time 

and resources efficiently to maximizing maneuver cycle for 

formation maintenance.

According to the relative simulation results (D'Amico et 

al. 2006), several cm/s of maintenance maneuver is needed 

in two days in similar altitude and  this is because altitude of 

formation satellites is relatively low and disturbing force is 

increased.

Therefore, two optimized goals mentioned above, it set as 

single optimization with Weight Sum Method like Eq. (9).
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2.4 Simulation

Like Fig. 5, simulation performs connecting STK and 

MATLAB. Initializing was performed, and it created control 

variable mentioned ‘entity’ on page 2.1 through PSOGSA 

algorithm. Created control variable from this sent to the 

scenario STK, and using this information, performed orbit 

propagate that is adapted maneuver in STK/Astrogator. 

After it performed orbit propagate in two satellites, it got 

the data of relative position of leader satellite and follower 

satellite in Radial-Intrack-Crosstrack (RIC) in coordinate 

system.   At the same time, collision analysis data like 

minimizing distance and maximum collision probability 

were calculated from Adv/CAT, analyzing collision risk as a 

sub module of STK, is sent to MATLAB again. Based on the 

data from STK, maneuver cycle of formation maintenance 

and used Del-V are calculated in MATLAB. After adapts to 

the fitness formation on Eq. (9), it evaluated performing in 

each entity and gets final solution until the stopping criteria 

satisfies or finds best solution. 

From above process, perturbation model, WGS84_

EGM96 gravity model (21 × 21), Jacchia–Robers atmosphere 

model, spherical solar radiation model, solar gravity, and 

lunar gravity were adapted.  

In Table 3, it shows simulation condition. Analysis time 

was from 3 a.m. on Aug. 22nd to 12 p.m. on Aug. 28th, 

2013 for about 6 days, a success criterion was set as getting 

at least more than 200 m between two satellites forming 

formation satellites and approaching objects. There was 

3 directions to Del-V quantity of two satellites and total 

6 control variables, and limited to maximum 0.05 m/s 

to each direction on Del-V quantity. It set as performing 

single impulsive burn at the same time half-orbit before 

time of closest approach (TCA) and it is for normal mission 

operation. At last, acceptable error range from formation 

maintenance maneuver to reference orbit was 150 m for 

Intrack-Radial Plane and 100 m for Crosstrack-Radial Plane, 

Fig. 5. Flowchart of the proposed strategy using heuristic algorithm.

Table 3. Conjunction event between formation flying satellites and 
approaching risk object.

Item Value

Simulation time (UTC)
Orbit type
Desired property
Goal
Control variable
Maneuver start time (UTC)
Optimizer properties
Burn type

2013. 8. 22. 03:00:00 ~ 2013.8.28. 12:00:00
LEO
Minimum range > 200 m
Minimization Del-V and Maximization formation maneuver cycle
RIC direction Del-V for two formation flying satellites
2013. 8. 22. 18:32:02.241 (TCA - 1/2 orbit period)
Population : 60, Generation : 100
Single impulsive burn
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and generation number for 50 and population for 100 of 

PSOGSA.

2.5 Result and discussion

In Table 4, it shows the result from the simulation. Del-V 

of Intrack direction shows the biggest value than other 

directions and this means that increasing altitude to avoid 

the approaching object. Also it extended the staying time 

within setting error compare to Crosstrack Radial Plane as 

two directions to Del-V was maneuver opposite direction. 

In Table 5, it shows the adapted results from the solution 

in PSOGSA and as approaching objects’ distance is 

about 218 m after avoidance maneuver, it was succeed in 

avoidance maneuver in two satellites from approaching 

objects. Total sum of used Del-V in avoidance maneuver 

in two satellites are 4cm/s and practicality, it’s similar in 

Del-V with appropriate orbit maneuver in regular satellite. 

Also distance from approaching object after avoidance 

maneuver, it shows closed to 200 m in setting simulation 

and it concludes to the result of decreasing setting fuel 

usage in fitness functions. At least, in the maneuver cycle, its 

32 hours in not using avoidance maneuver, but as performs 

avoidance maneuver, it increases to 109 hours and means 

that as performing avoidance maneuver, it includes role of 

formation maintenance maneuver as well.

It also shows in Fig. 6, obvious change in RIC graph 

before avoidance maneuver is Intrack direction, and it 

shows that center point in Intrack-Radial Plane goes towards 

leader satellite. However, after avoidance formation, center 

of Intrack-Radial Plane is moved so as a result, maneuver 

cycle of formation maintain is increased. Figs. 7 and 8 show 

Fig. 6. RIC separation between leader satellite and follower satellite w.r.t time.

Table 4. Optimization solution for formation flying satellites avoidance 
maneuver planning.

Leader satellite Follower satellite

Maneuver start time (UTC)
Radial direction Del-V (m/s)
Intrack direction Del-V (m/s)
Crosstrack direction Del-V (m/s)

2013. 8. 22. 18:32:02.241
-0.0001
0.0407
0.0004

2013. 8. 22. 18:32:02.241
0.0189
0.0413
-0.0010

Table 5. Optimization result for formation flying satellites avoidance 
maneuver planning.

Before avoidance
maneuver

After avoidance
maneuver

Minimum range (km)
Maximum collision probability
Formation maneuver cycle (hr)

0.0687
3.1161E-04

32.10

0.2183
3.0877E-05

109.17
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orbits on Intrack-Radial Plane and Crosstrack-Radial Plane, 

and it maintains distance from error range that is set from 

reference orbit at the beginning. Fig. 9 shows relative orbit of 

follower satellite to leader satellite on the three dimensions.

3. CONCLUSIONS

From this paper, it suggested heuristic algorithm to avoid 

approaching space debris in operating formation satellite. 

Heuristic Algorithm has robustness in complexity metric 

and problem attribute and, within provided resources, it 

is the best solution in avoidance maneuver of formation 

satellite in broad searching scope. However there is the 

problem in convergence time taking longer, this thesis 

used hybrid heuristic algorithm, PSOGSA from combining 

attributes from two heuristic algorithms to supplement. 

Additionally, it used commercial software, STK, to have 

precise orbit propagation in orbits of formation satellite 

considering maneuver.

To set satellite formation flying, relative motion of 

follower satellite to leader satellite was indicated in Hill 

frame and from this; it was established satellite formation 

flying with orbiting elliptical orbit centrally in leader satellite 

and follower satellite. Imaginary risk object passing closed 

to two satellites was generated by using TLE data and we 

defined the optimization problem, which is minimizing the 

Del-V consumption and maximizing maneuver cycle with 

basically getting 200 m from risk object at least.

Through simulation results, it satisfied success criteria 

of avoidance maneuver from getting 218 m of distance 

from dangerous objects and used Del-V of two satellites are 

each 4cm/s, it is considerable results practicality compare 

to other satellite’s cases. Also it showed close result of set 

minimum range criteria; it also tells tried to minimize 

Del-V and showed effect on more than 3 times of formation 

maintain compare to not using avoidance maneuver on the 

side of maneuver cycle of formation satellite.

From this, heuristic algorithm shows good performance 

in avoidance maneuver plan setting of formation satellite, 

and in future, it can be set avoidance maneuver plan with 

adapting heuristic algorithm in complicated formation 

maneuver with more than 3 satellites. Also heuristic 

algorithm also provides several solutions to operator with 

various solutions from multi-objective optimization
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